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1 Introduction
What is Covid19 - CVD ?
Covid19 - AKA CVD is an ERC 20 TOKEN whose purpose is not only the commercial one, closely linked to the cryptocurrency
exchange.
At the base of the token there is a project called "Crypto CVD Art". We are currently developing the platform and will give you
more details as soon as we have a solid base to show you.
What is Crypto CVD Art?
Crypto CVD Art is a marketplace of unique and rare stickers all over the world. Born from the idea of the Coronovirus
pandemic, it wants to bring more unique than rare collectibles in your homes.
Nice collectibles with different types of rarity will be the result of a fantastic and accurate selection model.
Based on the Etherum blockchain, it allows you to buy and resell nice art elements using a double currency: ETH and CVD.
The platform is born as an evolution of the ERC 20 Token called Covid19 - CVD, with the aim of entertaining users during the
pandemic period and also subsequently.
CVD is therefore an ERC 20 Token whose purpose is to encourage purchases on the CVD art Marketplace. Users will then be
able to purchase or resell collectibles using the dual ETH / CVD currency. All those who will be able to use CVD rather than ETH
will receive special discounts and prizes compared to other users.
"For example, the limited collection will be one of those things reserved only for users who have reached a certain CVD
quorum"
.

2 Disclaimer
Below all our Disclaimers:

Free to join
Anyone can buy the token or take part of airdrops and bounties to earn a portion of the tokens. We are activating a release
program of the token according to certain schemes.

Unique Token
There are many tokens with a similar name like COVID or Corona but COVID19 (CVD) is the only and official one released with
the intent of recreational and social activities

Strategies
There are a lot of ideas on what we can do with the CVD token, one of these is the Crypto CVD Art platform already explained
before
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3 Token Information
COVID19 – CVD is an ERC 20 Token based on the Etherum Blockchain.
Token purchase transaction
[block:9792554
txIndex:56]from:0xb9E...7440fto:ERC20Token.(constructor)value:0
weidata:0x608...10029logs:0hash:0x886...81489
status
true Transaction mined and execution succeed
transaction hash
0x8865ac904b751c8d24068b7594fbdb977ba3f562c4a3aa46b4f3521f17281489
from
0xb9E1728E64BAEa3216C7BD212A47045DdCf7440f
to ERC20Token.(constructor)
gas 1045834 gas
transaction cost
1045834 gas
hash
0x8865ac904b751c8d24068b7594fbdb977ba3f562c4a3aa46b4f3521f17281489
input
0x608...10029
decoded input
{}
decoded output
logs []
value
0 wei
Part of the Token Source code
balances[msg.sender] = 20000000000;
totalSupply = 20000000000;
name = "COVID19";
decimals = 0;
symbol = "CVD";
Contract Address
https://etherscan.io/address/0x6b466b0232640382950c45440ea5b630744eca99
Token Total Supply
20.000.000.000 CVD
Actual Circulating Supply
100.000.000 CVD
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Expected Circulating supply until the end of the 2020
4.000.000.000 /5.000.000.000
2.000.000.000 (for developers and marketing phase)
1.000.000.000 (for active users and for airdrops/bounties)
1.000.000.000 /2.000.000.000 (as form of investment in advertising)
Where to Exchange the token
We are moving to be listed on different exchanges. At the moment we are listed to the following Exchanges:
a) Uniswap Exchange
b) Saturn Exchange
c) Bamboo Relay
d) Altmarkets
We suggest to check the price and where to exchange the token on the Price Tracking Websites

Airdrops and Bounties
part of the tokens will be distributed through airdrops and bounties. Simple small steps will be required of users to receive a
portion of the tokens provided for this phase. 1.000.000.000 of CVD Tokens will distributed among Active Users until the end of
2020
Price Tracking Websites
We are listed into this Price Tracking Websites (PTW)
https://www.coingecko.com/it
https://coincodex.com/
Resources
https://etherscan.io/address/0x6b466b0232640382950c45440ea5b630744eca99
https://www.covid19token.org/
https://twitter.com/Covid19Token/
https://t.me/joinchat/PoAH5xoxTPIKn0nQWW0a1Q
https://discord.gg/fU5UVuX
https://github.com/yanosh01/Covid19-Token
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4 How to check my CVD tokens
METAMASK

If you use metamask you can view your tokens by importing our contract (we are not responsible for the fund lost)
1) Select the menù

2) Select the option “Add Token”
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3) Under “Custom Token” insert the Contract Address “0x6b466b0232640382950c45440ea5b630744eca99”

The CVD Token will be found automatically and you will see your Token Balance.

DISCORD TIP.CC
If yuo don’t want to create your metamask wallet you can use Discord tip.cc wallet (we are not responsible for the fund lost)
1)

Check your wallet with the command $deposit CVD (of course you should be on our discord server)

2) Check your deposit Address and transfer CVD (pay attention to the fee amount)
3) Once the transaction is done, you can check you r balance amount with the command $bal CVD
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4) Check your balance and start playing with the tip.cc bot

5 RoadMap

